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are before, I press toward the mark for the prize of the high

calling which = of God in Christ Jesus.

Always be prepared for the future.

5. Analyze your abilities. I had a friend in Chicago whom I

once visited. He met me at the station and I said before we do

anything else, I've been asked by someone in Los Angeles to

call their cousin and, give their greetings. I said let's do

it right away. He said, All right, what's the number? i: told him

He 'dialed it, and r talked to him. A year later r came to Chicago

again, and I saw my friend, and the first thing he said was ,Are

you going to call RAY 7-9264-'06 again? I said, Have you been talk

ing with those folks during theyear while I've been wway? He

said, I never thought of the number between then and nowl But

hthcould remember a number just like that. You tell me a number

now, and two minutes from now I haven't the least idea what it

is. I ,go to a phone and I copy a number on a piece of paper and

I have it in front of me, and when I call I look at the number as

I dial. I have no memory for figures. But I can remember words.

I can transmute figures into words using a figure alkhabet and

I can remember any number of figures' you want very, quickly! I

have a little different type of mind that my friend has there.

Now we are all different. We all have abilities in a certain

direction and lack of abilities in other areas, but we can learn

t o transmute; we can learn to fill up our lack and God wants

each one of us to learn to be able to do something in every kind

of Christian work because we never know when there is a need that
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